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Owners react to this by disabling the mechanism, or by choosing a weak “secret”. To
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address both issues, we propose an extensible Transparent Authentication Framework that
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integrates multiple behavioral biometrics with conventional authentication to implement

Transparent

an effortless and continuous authentication mechanism. Our security and usability eval-
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uation of the proposed framework showed that a legitimate device owner can perform all
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device tasks, while being asked to authenticate explicitly 67% less often than without a
transparent authentication method. Furthermore, our evaluation showed that attackers
are soon denied access to on-device tasks as their behavioral biometrics are collected. Our
results support the creation of a working prototype of our framework, and provide support
for further research into transparent authentication on mobile devices.
ª 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1.

Introduction

With the advent of smartphones, personal computing has
moved from fixed desktop and laptop computers to small,
portable devices. Their popularity has soared: in 2011, 488
million smartphones were sold, which is more than desktops
and laptops combined (Canalys, 2011). Each successive device
model contains more memory and processor power than its
predecessors, and allows access to a broader range of applications and services. With such broad access to
services comes the ability (and responsibility) to store and
access increasingly personal (and personally identifying)
information.

The most commonly used mobile device authentication
methods for protecting device access are based on knowledge
of a secret: a password, PIN or sketch for example. However,
there are several reasons why this model of protection and the
mechanisms used are inappropriate for mobile devices:
 Mobile devices are moved often and it is difficult to restrict
physical access, placing greater reliance on the mechanism
used on the device itself. Use of the device in many contexts
increases the possibility that the password, PIN or sketch
will be observed during entry, compromising the secret
(Dunphy et al., 2010). Sketch-based authentication mechanisms have been shown to be vulnerable to attacks based on
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observations of smudges on the device touchscreen (Aviv
et al., 2010). The variety of contexts may also increase the
number and untrusted nature of potential observers.
 Conventional point-of-entry methods on mobile devices are
typically accompanied by all-or-nothing access control
mechanisms. That is, once the user has successfully
authenticated almost all tasks can be performed on the
device. This design ignores the range of tasks of different
sensitivities that can be undertaken on a mobile device.
Browsing a news website may have very different sensitivity
to accessing a banking application, for example.
 The use pattern of mobile devices is characterized by small
bursts of activity within a short timeframe (Jo et al., 2012) as
opposed to sustained interaction that characterizes desktop
usage. As a consequence, the device owner must deliberately and repeatedly enter the authentication secret for
each interaction, which may become tedious and may limit
or prevent usage since authenticating is likely not the
owner’s primary task (Whitten and Tygar, 1999). This may
lead the device owner to choose weak or easily guessed
secrets or to disable the access control feature completely.
Evidence for widespread poor password and PIN choice
abounds (Bonneau and Preibusch, 2010; Florêncio and
Herley, 2007). For example, researchers at DataGenetics
(September 2012) report the most commonly used 4-digit
PIN was 1234, used by 10% of the accounts. This is
confirmed by Bonneau et al. (2012a).
Existing authentication techniques are thus sub-optimal
for securing mobile devices, meaning that device loss or
theft has the potential to be more damaging in terms of data
leakage and misuse.
Therefore, a mechanism more suited to this context is
desirable, and should aim to have the following characteristics: (1) minimize user effort; (2) offer more fine-grained protection (3) be less dependent on secret knowledge and (4)
resist observation. These aspects are argued for by Bonneau
et al. in the related context of web authentication (Bonneau
et al., 2012b). Furthermore, a recent study has shown that
users desire more granularity in their security choices on
mobile devices (Hayashi et al., 2012).
A final characteristic of mobile devices is that they are
generally used by a single owner. This characteristic means
that a mobile device enjoys a longer term, persistent relationship with a user that can be exploited for authentication
purposes. In this paper, we argue that this characteristic can
be exploited by employing behavioral biometrics to authenticate device owners. This minimizes effort since it may be
collected transparently while the device is used normally,
rendering shoulder surfing less fruitful. The concept of device
confidence facilitates graduated access.
The idea of transparent authentication is not novel.
Jakobsson et al. proposed a model for transparent authentication in 2009 (Jakobsson et al., 2009). While they did not
create a working implementation they do provide two
important findings that justify this approach. First, they
argue that both authentication security and usability are
enhanced, as compared to explicit methods. Second,
transparent authentication is particularly suited to mobile
devices because of their access to a rich source of data about

the device owner, often in the form of behavioral
biometrics.
This paper presents an extensible framework that can be
used to implement such a continuous, transparent authentication mechanism for a mobile device. Section 2 identifies
recent research in this field. The proposed framework is
introduced in Section 3. Section 4 describes how we evaluated
the proposed design using a prototype implementation and
simulations of user behavior. Section 5 discusses the implications of the work, identifies the next steps and draws some
wider conclusions.

2.

Related work

As mobile devices have become increasingly popular,
research into transparent authentication has gained momentum. Briggs and Olivier (2008) suggested creating “biometric daemons” that learned their owners’ behavior for use
as an authentication method. Briggs and Olivier describe an
electronic daemon that requires imprinting and nurturing e
essentially equivalent to the enrollment and verification
phases of authentication systems.
Tanviruzzaman et al. experimented with the idea of an
“electronic pet” that learns the owner’s patterns to determine
the identity of the person using it (Tanviruzzaman et al., 2009).
They describe their system as “silent and less intrusive most
of the time, i.e., the authentication process runs continuously
in the background until a higher level of security is needed.”
(Tanviruzzaman et al., 2009), although they do not explicitly
use the term transparent authentication.
Rather than focusing solely on the capabilities of the biometric daemon, Marsh and Briggs examine the device’s relationship with its owner e device comfort e and relate it to the
concept of electronic trust (Marsh and Briggs, 2010). They
consider electronic trust to be related to the device’s knowledge of its owner’s patterns, preferences and data on the device. Their work stops short of discussing device comfort
in terms of authentication, although they provide a
strong “roadmap” that can be used to apply the concept of
device comfort to a mobile environment, and further to
authentication.
As a precursor to transparent authentication research,
Clarke et al. published a study on the feasibility of various
biometrics to authentication on mobile devices (Clarke et al.,
2002). Their study focused on keystroke dynamics but also
considered several behavioral and physiological biometrics
including facial recognition and voice prints. They found that
many of the biometrics required additional hardware, and
thus were unlikely to be used on mobile devices since portability is a major feature of these devices. They determined that
keystroke dynamics was ideal for mobile device authentication since it required no extra hardware and had acceptably
low error rates.
While Clarke et al. showed the applicability of various biometrics to mobile device environments, their determination
was based on the devices available at the time of their research
(2002). Other researchers have since attempted to use the
increasingly featureerich mobile devices developed since that
time for a wide range of behavioral biometrics such as speaker
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recognition (Iwano et al., 2003), touch or tap-based (Frank et al.,
2012), and device use patterns (Furnell et al., 2008).
Building upon their research into suitable biometrics,
Furnell et al. (2008) described a framework called NonIntrusive Continuous Authentication (NICA) e a transparent
authentication method designed for mobile devices. NICA was
designed to support transparent, continuous authentication
that provides more security than secret-knowledge techniques by using facial, voice and keystroke biometrics. NICA,
and its related experimental prototype (Clarke et al., 2009) has
many similarities to the work described in this paper,
including the intended transparent and continuous approach
to authentication. The idea of an “alert level” that relates the
pattern classification decisions to the device functionality,
and the use of an explicit authentication method when the
transparent method fails, is insufficient. Since no biometric
exists that is entirely universal it would be worth exploring a
scheme that extends their work to be able to exploit the
strength of multimodal biometrics and onedevice decision
making.
To support the use of multiple behavioral biometrics
which, together, deliver a device confidence level, there is a
need for a Transparent Authentication Framework to manage this
process. Our proposed framework goes beyond current
research, such as the NICA framework, by allowing gathering
and classification of biometric patterns on-device in order to
protect user privacy. Also, our framework allows for multimodal biometric combination rather than relying on individual biometric decisions. Finally, our framework provides
details regarding processes and data types that allow it to be
verified and implemented on a variety of platforms. Our proposed Transparent Authentication Framework is presented in
the next section.

3.

Transparent authentication framework

The Transparent Authentication Framework uses distinctive,
measurable patterns of device use that can be gathered from
most mobile device owners without requiring deliberate action. It utilizes patterns that can be gathered from common
tasks, such as email composition and phone calls, to determine whether the user of the mobile device is the owner.
The authentication implemented by this Framework is
transparent, in that it does not require explicit user interaction.
The authentication is also continuous in that it is performed
dynamically in the background, rather than on-demand, in
response to particular user actions. This supports flexible,
effortless and dynamic authentication.
This section describes the design and implementation of
the Transparent Authentication Framework, including both
data structures and component processes. The framework is
used to calculate a device confidence continuously, determining
whether the current user is the owner and using this to
permit, or deny, user desired tasks.

3.1.
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owner, to authorize the execution of particular tasks. Each
task is assigned a task confidence level, either by default or
explicitly by the device owner. If the device confidence is
greater than or equal to the required task confidence, then the
device user is allowed to complete the task without further
authentication. Otherwise, the task is (initially) denied and
the user must attempt to raise the device confidence in order
to be authorized. This mechanism is similar to the practice
implemented by online banking systems, which require an
extra authentication step when the user wants to carry out an
action with potentially serious side effects. However, the
Framework proposed here makes only the second authentication action explicit. Tasks with lower thresholds can be
accomplished without an explicit authentication step.
Device confidence, denoted C, ranges between 1 (certainty
that current user is device owner) and 0 (certainty that current
user is not the device owner). Device confidence is initially 0.5
for new, untrained devices indicating that the device has no
information as to whether the user is the owner or not. Subsequently, device confidence is continually re-evaluated as
biometric data is received and processed. Similarly, device
confidence degrades over time in the absence of fresh biometric samples, if the owner is on vacation or has lost the
device, for example.
Thresholds for device tasks can be set within the full
confidence range ½0.1 either by default, or by the owner.
Tasks that require the device to have some confidence that the
user is the current owner have a threshold greater than 0.5.
Sensitive tasks, such as accessing a banking application or
configuring the device for example, will have thresholds close
to 1. Conversely, tasks that access little or no sensitive data
may have thresholds closer to 0. Making an emergency call,
for example, would require a threshold of 0 within the European Union.
When a user attempts a task with a threshold greater than
the device’s current confidence they are required to provide
an explicit authentication, such as a password or physiological biometric. A successful explicit authentication has the
effect of dramatically improving device confidence.
The interaction between device confidence and task
threshold can be seen in Fig. 1. The device confidence, represented over time by the solid line, first begins at 0.5 at the far
left of the diagram. During the enrollment and bootstrapping
phases, device confidence remains at 0.5 until sufficient

Device confidence

The Transparent Authentication Framework uses device confidence, the probability that the current user is indeed its

Fig. 1 e Flow of changes to device confidence over time.
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information is gathered to support pattern classification. At
this point, the owner’s pattern has been established and
continuous transparent authentication commences. If the
device confidence drops below the threshold for a desired
task, the user is prompted to respond to an explicit authentication challenge. Device confidence increases if the user is
successful and regular use resumes. If the device is not
actively used, as is pictured to the right of Fig. 1, the device
confidence degrades. If the device is used by a user other than
the owner, the device confidence falls below 0.5, as shown on
the far right of the figure.

3.2.

Data structures

The fundamental data type of the Transparent Authentication
Framework is the event object, with instances denoted e. Event
objects are created from both raw biometric patterns and
answers to explicit authentication requests. An event object is
a tuple, consisting of a timestamp t for the moment that the
event object was created; a feature vector fv that represents
either a gathered biometric or an answer to an explicit
authentication request; and a probability p that the feature
vector belongs to the device owner:
eij ¼ ft; fv; pg
Event objects from each authentication source are stored in
two types of buffer, illustrated in Fig. 2. Initially, all events are
placed in a fixed size input buffer, denoted b, as they are
created. There is one input buffer for each type of behavioral
biometric and for each type of explicit authentication method.
These buffers are used to store the current set of biometric
decisions that are used to calculate current device confidence.
The set of input buffers is denoted B and the ith input buffer in

B as bi . Similarly, the jth event in input buffer i is denoted ei;j .
The input buffer is an FIFO queue, so older event objects for a
source are gradually replaced by newer objects.
A separate training buffer is maintained for each input
buffer that stores events for biometrics, thus there would be
multiple training buffers if more than one biometric is used
for authentication. Each training buffer is periodically populated by copying events from the corresponding input buffer
in order to permit retraining of biometric pattern classifiers.
Consequently, input buffers that store events for explicit
authentication methods do not have a training buffer, as
there is no requirement for classification of these types of
events.

3.3.

Processes

There are several processes that use the data and data structures described in the previous section. Fig. 2 shows the
interaction between the processes described below and the
data structures described in Section 3.2. The processes
comprise the Framework’s main actions throughout its
lifecycle.

3.3.1.

Update biometric input buffer

Each biometric input buffer is maintained by a process that
converts biometric samples into event objects. A single biometric event is defined using a windowing process, so that all
raw biometric data gathered during a set time period is
considered one pattern. The particulars of the data gathering
mechanism will depend on the nature of the biometric
employed.
The process converts the gathered sample into a feature
vector that is then presented to a trained classifier. The

Fig. 2 e Task evaluation process, including recalculation of confidence as explicit authentication is performed. For clarity,
the retraining process is shown for Input Buffer 1 only. In practice, each biometric input buffer has a similar training buffer
and retraining process.
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classifier output is a probability that the device user is its
owner. After classification has taken place, an event object, as
described in Section 3.2, is created and added to the buffer.
The new event object remains in the buffer until it is replaced
by a newer event object, or is explicitly culled due to its age, for
example.

3.3.2.

Update explicit authentication buffer

A similar process to Update Biometric Input Buffer is
employed for maintaining an explicit authentication input
buffer. A new event object is created when the device owner
responds to an explicit authentication challenge. The feature
vector contains a single value, representing whether the
authentication challenge was successfully answered or not.
Similarly, the probability for the event is bi-modal: 1 for a
correct response and 0 for an incorrect response.

3.3.3.

Compute individual biometric probability

Whenever a task is requested at some time t, it is necessary to
recalculate the device’s confidence that the current user is the
owner, based on current authentication information. The first
step is to weight the probability for each event in the buffer,
and then calculate the average probability for a single input
event buffer.
There are several ways of weighting probabilities from the
different events in a buffer. For example, by the age of the
event, relative to the current time tnow ,
weightðeÞ ¼

1
ððtnow  tÞ=g þ 1Þr

where g and r are two parameters, granularity and rate of
ageing respectively, for controlling the effect of age on the
weight of an event. A coarser granularity means that events
are grouped into coarser age categories (collected in same
minute, hour, day, month and so on). Increasing the rate of
ageing causes the weight of an event object to fall more
rapidly over time.
There are several possible policies for combining probabilities. For example, by computing the arithmetic mean:
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biometrics into a single identifier, a practice that has an
established research base (Fierrez-Aguilar et al., 2004; Iwano
et al., 2003).
There are several possible policies for calculating this
multi-modal combined confidence. The policy selected for the
framework implemented as part of this simulation was to
choose the maximal probability from all the buffers:
C ¼ probabilityðbi Þ$
cbk ˛B$probabilityðbi Þ  probabilityðbk Þ
This approach allows for biometric authentication sources
to provide sufficient confidence for low-sensitivity tasks,
while also permitting explicit authentication methods to
support high-sensitivity tasks.
Note that the device confidence value itself is stateless. The
value is computed on demand from the state of the buffers
when a new task is attempted by the device user. This
approach prevents an attacker from raising device confidence
artificially by manipulating the rate at which a confidence
value is adjusted.

3.3.5.

Make task decision

This process takes as input the current level of device confidence C as calculated above and the confidence threshold for
the proposed task, denoted CT . Each task threshold can be
configured by the owner from initial default values.
The decision process for allowing or disallowing a task is
shown in Fig. 3. First, device confidence is calculated from the
current state of the input buffers. If the device confidence is
greater than the task confidence, the task is allowed. Otherwise, the device user is prompted to perform an explicit
authentication. The user has the option of performing the
authentication or cancelling the task request. Assuming the
user performs an authentication, the resulting event object
from this authentication request is then placed in the appropriate input buffer as described above. Device confidence is
then recalculated and the task re-evaluated. This process
continues until either the task is permitted, or the user cancels
the task request.

 
Pjbi j 
þ 0:5w0
j¼0 pi;j  weight ei;j
probabilityðbi Þ ¼
 
Pjbi j
j¼0 weight ei;j þ w0
where w0 is some small constant greater than zero, such that
the average confidence tends to 0.5 in the absence of recent
events in the input buffer. A larger value for w0 reduces the
relative weight of other events in the buffer, causing the
average probability to tend more quickly to 0.5.
Other event probability combination policies may also be
appropriate. For example, selecting the most recent event may
be appropriate for buffers supplied with explicit authentication events (effectively setting the buffer size to 1).

3.3.4.

Compute device confidence

Once a confidence value for each input buffer has been
calculated, the overall confidence C for the device can also be
calculated by combining probabilities from multiple buffers,
including both biometric and explicit authentication sources.
What is required, for our framework, is a robust combination
method to reduce error rates by combining multiple

Fig. 3 e Task evaluation process, including recalculation of
confidence as explicit authentication is performed.
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Update training buffer and refresh classifiers

Some of the biometric samples collected to perform transparent authentication are also used periodically to retrain a
biometric’s pattern classifier. The presented architecture assumes that the framework is deployed with a training set of
feature vectors representing ‘rest of world’ samples for each
biometric. Samples gathered by the device are then used to
provide the ‘owner’ samples to complete the training set for a
classifier. These owner samples are periodically collected
from the input buffer and stored in the training buffer
described in Section 3.2.
Initially, all samples provided during bootstrapping will be
immediately added to the training buffer, since it is assumed
during this period that the user is the owner. Once sufficient
owner samples are collected to allow a classifier to be trained,
the training buffer can be updated intermittently, allowing the
pattern classifier to adapt gradually to changing user behavior.
Several policies are possible for deciding to retrain the
classifier:
 Periodically, based on a regular retraining schedule (e.g.
every 24 h).
 When the training set is no longer generating high probabilities for any supplied samples. This may indicate that an
attacker has gained access to the device, particularly if the
change in behavior is sudden. However, if the change is
more gradual it could indicate a long term alteration in
owner behavior.
 When the device processor is idle or the device is being
recharged, exploiting periods of time when retraining will
have less effect on device use.
In addition, the selection of owner samples for retraining
can occur according to a number of different policies to control the evolution of the classifier, such as:
 selecting samples from the input buffer with a range of ages;
 selecting samples that have a probability higher than a
preset threshold; and
 mixing some samples already in the training buffer into the
new training set.
Each of these policies can be used to limit the effect
of transient owner behavior on classification and the
ability of an attacker to evolve the classifier to their own
behavior.

3.4.

Candidate behavioral biometrics

Behavioral biometrics are patterns in the way we do regular
tasks, as opposed to physiological biometrics, which are patterns in our genetic makeup. Biometrics can verify the
owner’s identity rather than simply confirming that the user
has knowledge of a particular secret.
The Framework is extensible because the developer can
select several biometrics to be combined into multimodal
biometrics. The number and type of biometrics used is likely
to vary depending on the requirements of the system being
developed. Candidate behavioral biometrics should have the
following properties (Jain et al., 2004):

 Universality: the vast majority of mobile device owners
should have the characteristic being measured;
 Distinctiveness: any two people should have sufficiently
different characteristics that their identity can be verified (as
opposed to matching an identity to the person using the
device);
 Collectability: the characteristic can be measured in a quantitative manner;
 Acceptability: device owners should consent to using the
characteristic to identify them on their device;
 Transparency: the characteristic can be collected while the
device owner goes about other tasks;
 Minimality: collecting the characteristic should not require
additional hardware other than that provided by the mobile
device alone.
Most physiological biometrics conform to the first four
properties listed above, but fall short on the last two: transparency and minimality, although should this change they
could be used without altering the Framework. Possible
candidate physiological biometrics include fingerprints,
which may be used in a transparent manner by gathering the
fingerprint when the user taps the screen during regular device use, and facial recognition, which has been tested as a
possible transparent authenticator by matching a gathered
image to a series of known-owner images (Clarke et al., 2008).
Candidate behavioral biometrics include on-device touch
gestures, which meet the transparency requirement since
they may be gathered while the user taps the screen during
normal device use. Touch gestures have been found to have
uniqueness between device users (Frank et al., 2012). Two
behavioral biometrics that are particularly suitable: keystroke
dynamics and speaker verification. These take advantage of the
most common mobile device tasks: typing and speaking,
hence are transparent and minimal.

3.4.1.

Keystroke dynamics

Keystroke dynamics uses typing patterns to uniquely identify
the typist. Related work in this area report False Accept Rates
(FAR) and Equal Error Rates (EER) of less than 10% and False
Reject Rates (FRR) of around 2.5% (Buchoux and Clarke, 2008;
Saevanee and Bhattarakosol, 2009), making it a strong
contender for use within the Framework.
We undertook a keystroke dynamics feasibility study on an
Apple iPhone. This study resulted in EER values of approximately 10% and AUC rates upwards of 80%, which is similar to
the results reported in other studies. Recorded keystroke
patterns of iPhone and iPod Touch were fed into five pattern
classifiers to determine not only if the participants’ patterns
were distinctive, but also which pattern classifier provided the
lowest error rates. The five classifiers were keNearest
Neighbor with Euclidean and Manhattan distance measures,
Decision Tree, and Naı̈ve Bayes with kernel density and
Gaussian measures. The two versions of keNearest Neighbor
provided the lowest error rates.
Keystroke dynamics meets all desired biometric properties. Transparency is supported since keystrokes are intended
to be gathered as the device user types as a regular part of
using the device. For instance, keystrokes may be gathered
and processed in the background when the user is typing an
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email or a text message. Acceptability is potentially problematic e many of the study participants were concerned
about their keystrokes being used other purposes, even
though the keystroke data does not leave the device.
Distinctiveness is supported by the low error rates. However,
keystroke patterns are insufficient for use as the sole biometric for authentication.

3.4.2.

Speaker verification

Speaker verification is defined as using voice patterns to verify
the claimed identity of a speaker. This is significantly easier
than speaker identification, which does not require a claimed
identity, because, as a consequence of claimed identity, the
problem is reduced to a binary classification problem (owner
or not owner). Studies in this area report EERs of between
10% and 12% (Iwano et al., 2003; Woo et al., 2006), making
speaker verification a likely candidate biometric for the
Framework.
We undertook a study to test the viability of speaker verification as an authenticator. Our study used a textindependent model, which means that the same utterances
contained in the training set are not necessarily in the testing
set. We presented the utterances of participants to the same
five pattern classification algorithms noted previously. Our
results show an EER in the 25% range e somewhat higher than
those reported in other similar studies. It is therefore a
candidate for error rate reduction through the use of multimodal biometrics.
Speaker verification also meets the required biometric
properties. Acceptability is less problematic than with
keystroke dynamics since people are used to their voices
being heard and possibly recorded. Distinctiveness is supported, although this must be stated reservedly. Bonastre et al.
warn that any biometric based on voice is prone to many errors that prevent it from being as distinctive as other biometrics (Bonastre et al., 2003). Transparency is supported by
speaker verification since the intention is to gather the device
owner’s utterances as they use voice-related functionality
already present on the device, such as when making phone
calls or using voice search capabilities. It is not the intention to
require the device user to respond to an explicit request for
voice input.

4.

Security and usability simulation

In order to evaluate the feasibility of the Transparent
Authentication Framework, a configurable prototype implementation in Java has been constructed according to the
design described above. The prototype can be configured for
different probability weighting, probability combination and
multimodal combination policies, as well as arbitrary behavioral biometrics and explicit authentication methods. The
prototype also supports configuration of different pattern
classifier implementations.
In addition to the Framework prototype, a User simulator
was developed to evaluate the security and usability performance of the framework against different user behaviors. Two
user configurations, owner and attacker, were tested against
two framework configurations that represented multimodal
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and conventional explicit authentication. The rest of this
section describes how the framework and user simulator were
configured to evaluate the framework.

4.1.

Framework configuration

Two configurations of the framework were prepared: multimodal and explicit. The multimodal configuration was set up
with two biometric providers: keystroke and speaker verification using samples gathered during the feasibility studies
described in Section 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. The decision tree pattern
classifier implementation JaDTi (Version 0.6.1) was used to
classify feature vectors for both behavioral biometrics
(François, November 2004). Both biometrics had input buffers
configured with a size of 25, an age weighting policy (g ¼ 10
minutes, r ¼ 1) and an arithmetic mean combination policy.
Several owner samples were placed into the input buffer for
both biometrics. This simulated the device being in a “steady
state” after the initial bootstrapping period and some device
use.
The multimodal configuration was also set up with a PIN
based explicit authentication mechanism, with input buffer
size 1, an age weighting policy ( g ¼ 6 min, r ¼ 0.75) and a most
recent sample probability combination policy. The three
resulting input buffers were combined using a maximal
probability policy, as described above.
The framework was configured with several tasks to check
with different thresholds: compose email (0.7); read email (0.9
if tagged private, 0.5 otherwise); and place phone call (0.7 if the
contact is in the device’s address book, 0.95 otherwise). The
selection of tasks was made to evaluate the efficacy of using
contextual information to vary task thresholds.
The explicit configuration was set up to model conventional authentication on a mobile device using a PIN. The
configuration was identical to that for multimodal, except that
no biometric authentication sources were configured. In
addition, the explicit authentication buffer was configured
with a timeout weighting policy (3 min), giving a bimodal
rather than linear age based weighting of the available
authentication probability.

4.2.

User profiles and threat model

The prototype was evaluated in terms of usability for a legitimate device owner and security against attackers with
several different capabilities. The security and usability of the
multimodal configuration was evaluated relative to the
explicit authentication configuration. All user configurations
were set up to perform tasks at a random time within a predefined task interval over a 24 h period. All users would
attempt five explicit authentications before giving up on a
proposed task.
The owner configuration was set up to perform a random
new task within 10 min of a previous task. These tasks were
the same as those configured for the device. The owner could
choose one of their contacts to make a call to, or could choose
to read an email with one or more tags attached (including
“private”). The user was configured to know the PIN to access
the device and to be able to type each character with a fidelity
of 0.995.
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The attacker configuration defines the threat model for the
evaluation and was set up to exploit the weakness of the
timeout policy of the explicit device configuration. This means
that the attacker attempts to perform a task more frequently
than the owner (at least once every 2 min 30 s) to avoid locking
the device. The attacker was configured to guess the owner’s
PIN should they find themselves locked out of the device. In
addition, the attacker configuration could enter the correct
PIN once for the device. This represents the situation where an
attacker has secured access to a device (e.g. by theft) that has
been recently unlocked by the owner.

repeatedly (and unsuccessfully) attempt to guess the owner’s
PIN. This results in the high number of unsuccessful authentication attempts for this scenario. Notice also that confidence
returns to 0.5 as the collected biometrics age and are discarded.
Finally, Fig. 4(d) illustrates the attacker’s ability to exploit
the timeout feature of the explicit authentication configuration. The attacker initially secures the device and then performs tasks with sufficient frequency so that device
confidence never drops below 1. As a result, the attacker is
able to perform any desired tasks.

4.3.

5.

Results

Both user configurations were executed against both framework configurations, giving four sets of simulation results
(owner-explicit, owner-multimodal, attacker-multimodal and
attacker-explicit). Table 1 summarizes the results of the
different scenarios for one simulation run. Fig. 4 illustrates the
changing device confidence in each of these four scenarios,
providing a characterization for the results in Table 1. In each
figure the solid line shows confidence over time; the dashed
line shows the current task threshold and the crosses depict
successful authentications.
The table shows that the user is able to complete all of their
tasks, regardless of whether the multimodal or explicit
authentication method is used. However, the load on the
owner varies considerably between the explicit and multimodal scenarios. The use of the explicit configuration means
that the owner is asked to explicitly authenticate 218 times.
Fig. 4(a) shows the confidence of the device for the conventional explicit authentication configuration. Confidence varies
bi-modally between 0.5 and 1, depending on whether the device is locked or not, as a result of a timeout. Since the owner
habitually starts a task after a timeout, they are required to reauthenticate regularly.
Fig. 4(b) illustrates the benefits of using multimodal biometric authentication to enhance usability. The device confidence is generally raised above many task thresholds as a result
of the framework transparently and continuously collecting
biometric samples from the owner. As a consequence, explicit
authentications are much sparser in this scenario: the owner
needs to authenticate explicitly just 73 times during the simulation: a reduction of 67% compared to the explicit scenario.
Fig. 4(c) shows that the multimodal configuration is resistant to attacker exploitation, despite the attacker initially
accessing the device unlocked. As the attacker generates biometric samples, these cause a dramatic decline in device
confidence so that it is lower than any task thresholds.
Consequently the attacker is effectively locked out, as they

Discussion, future work and conclusions

With the increasing functionality and ubiquitousness of mobile devices, a way of protecting them beyond point-of-entry is
important. While much research is put into improving mobile
device functionality and connectivity, little work is focused on
how we safeguard them. In the introduction we argued that
existing approaches to mobile device authentication are suboptimal, either because users subvert them or because they
are inherently weak. Furthermore, we argued for a mechanism that was more suited to the mobile context than secretknowledge techniques.
This paper has proposed and evaluated a Transparent
Authentication Framework with the following characteristics:
1. Minimize user effort: requires no intervention from the user
under normal working conditions.
2. Implement fine-grained access control: allows the user, at
installation, to specify which tasks should be allowed for
each of the device confidence levels.
3. Less dependent on knowledge and resist observation, or make
such observation less profitable: uses knowledge-based
explicit authentication to ensure that the owner of a device can always make use of it, even if the mechanism is
unable to use the available evidence to generate a high
enough device confidence.
These characteristics are achieved using a continuous,
transparent, extensible authentication framework for mobile
devices that utilizes the patterns observable in normal user
interactions with a device. The Framework ties the owner’s
identity to the device by computing a device confidence level
that reflects the certainty that the owner is the one using the
device. Device confidence is further mapped to device functionality on a per-task basis.
The data to support this pattern identification is gathered as
the owner goes about their daily business and without requiring
deliberate engagement with the mechanism. Consequently, the

Table 1 e Summary of authentications and task attempts for combinations of device and user profiles.
User profile
Explicit
Multimodal
Multimodal
Explicit

Device profile

Successful authentications

Successful tasks

Unsuccessful tasks

Owner
Owner
Attacker
Attacker

218
73
6703
1

288
288
1
1176

0
0
1117
0
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Fig. 4 e Profiles of device confidence ( y-axis) over time (x-axis) as the result of owner and attacker behaviors for both multimodal and explicit authentication device configurations. The red solid line shows changing device confidence in response
to user activity. The green dashed line shows task threshold over time. Black cross points show successful explicit
authentications. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

framework minimizes explicit user authentication and does not
intrude on user activities unless it becomes unsure about the
identity of the user. Additionally, the Framework adapts to
small, expected changes in the owner’s biometrics over time by
continuously re-learning the owner’s patterns.
Results from simulations are, of course, dependent on the
assumptions designed into the environment and the configuration of parameters selected by the experimenters. We note
several limitations of the results:
 The simulation concerns only two users: the device owner
and attacker. A real world scenario would be much more
complex, comprising users who the owner might choose to
provide access to their device (such as family and colleagues); users who interact with a device accidentally
causing confidence to drop (a cleaner moving a device in an
office, for example); opportunistic attackers who will not
persist with interaction once the device limits access; and
determined attackers who will seek vulnerabilities in the
authentication configuration and design. Further work is
needed to understand how complex interaction of these
behaviors might affect device security over time.
 The evaluation has not considered the overall security of a
population of a users equipped with passive authentication
on devices. In a real world scenario, a device provider (such
as a corporation) would need to manage the configuration
and deployment of a large number of devices. Appropriate

tailoring activity thresholds to security requirements for a
range of users with diverse roles, as well as selecting
appropriate biometrics for individual users may prove
challenging. Further work is needed to understand the
overall security of an organisational environment equipped
with a passive authentication infrastructure.
 The simulation has only considered single user-single device interactions. It is becoming increasingly common for
users to own a range of different devices capable of
accessing information and collecting behavioral biometrics.
Further work is needed to understand how biometrics
collected on one device might be shared with another device
with the same owner. In addition, it would be useful to
explore how user multi-device behavior might evolve as the
different devices adapt to their behavior. Users might, for
example, be encouraged to perform more sensitive actions
on device that are generally better at identifying them (and
thus avoiding an explicit authentication action).
Despite these limitations, the initial results suggest that
the transparent authentication framework described here is
effective in increasing both usability and security. Further
work on a fully functioning proof-of-concept prototype to
evaluate the approach in real world conditions is ongoing.
Next steps for this work include confirmation and extension of the simulation results using a prototype of the
Transparent Authentication Framework. This prototype will
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focus on fine-tuning implementation details such as battery
and memory use, determining whether the classification details and other framework components are possible on a
constrained mobile device environment. A working prototype
will also allow for a user study into how acceptable such a
mechanism is to mobile device owners.
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